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M~ny secondary schools throughout the United 
have introduced i~to their curricula humanities c~~;tes 
as an a~ded elective course in the non-science pro r:es 
of stud~e~. In many instances this has been the 0!1 m 
new add1t1on to the non-science curriculum for too m:n 
years. Charles R. Keller, former director of the Joh Y 
Hay Fellows Program,states n 

These courses constitute a needed challenge 
to the present separate-subject-dominated curric
ulu~ •. Kno':"'ledge is now compartmentalized· in the 
fam1l1ar five-classes-a-day, five-days-a-week 
pattern. Subjects have little relation to one 
another. Fusion of knowledge, when it does 
occ~r, results more from accident than from 
design. The student's day, week, and year 
are.mad scrambles as he moves from subject to 
subJect, usually learning without being in
volved, frequently simply overcome by continuous 
~xposure to_unrelated subjects. Compartmental
ized education may have fitted a more unified 
era when fewer people had much formal education 
It m~st_be q~e~t~oned in a more complex, • 
atomistic, d1sJ01nted period when so many 
human beings are rootless, mobile unconcerned 
about others, and without standards of value 
(Charles R. Ke Iler, "The Humanities in Our • 
Schools.". A talk given at an Institute for 
Teachers in the Hamden, Connecticut ichools· 
January 4, 1966.) ' • 

Generally, these humanities courses fall into three 
types of course structures or combinations of thes 
thr~e. The? are m~st usually centered around the ~is
torical, ph1losoph1cal, or aesthetical approach. 

I• 
The historically structured humanities course is 

most g~nerally a class in world civilizations with the 
!~i~as1s ~n ':"hat has happened to what is happening. 

o~gh it ~s_not a history class in the ~ense of 
siudy~~g pol1t1cal and economic events, it has overtones 
0 a 1story of cultures course where the socio-eth · 
cultural, and religious aspects of civilizations ar~1c, 
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eovered. 

The organization of the course is chronological and 
ore often than not the program begins with the pre

~reeks and ends with the modern world with its emphasis 
n western Man. The major concept desired from such a 

~istorically structured humanities program is the (know
ledge of _tradition. 

This type of course structure has the advantage of 
easy organization since it_is usually chronological in 
itS approach to each civilization. It is most fr~quent
lY taught by the lecture and discussion method with 
accompanied readings. Of course, mapy other resources 
such as tapes, transparencies, films, recordings, and 
slides can be and are titilized to add to the under
standing of each culture studied. 

The disadvantages of such a course are that it 
attempts to cover too much in too short a time ~n~ 

that it does very little for the student's capatity to 
experience his feelings on the subject matter since it 
is concerned with the accumulation of factual informa
tion. It tends to develr;:,p the "p~rrot-complex" in 
students, the ability to repeat the information pro
grammed into the student. 

II. 
The philosophically structured humanities course is 

usually a class in the history of philosophy and the 
study of philosophical problems with the concern for 
the student's capacity for reasoning. It is usually a 
course that is centered around types of philosophy-
ethics, logic, epistemology, aesthetics, and meta
physics-- and problems presented in each type, or the 

1 study of the "Great Ideas" from the Great Books. The I majority of the humanities courses stressing this 
approach tend to emphasize Western philosophical issues. 

This type of class-is often a disguised information 
course and it aims at problems which are basically set 
up for the class. More frequently than not; a high 
school course such as this is topically organized; 
that is, it is centered on specific problems that .have 
always been unanswered. At the high school level a 
detailed survey of the problems of the types of philos
ophy is rather difficult for the students; therefore, 
the problems are centered or topically organized for 
the students. 

The philosophically structured program has the ad
vantage of fairly easy organization as well~s the his
torically structured program. It is fascinating and 
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challenging for the teacher since it te nd s to encourage articipated involvement on the part of the students~ ~or the high school student and the college freshman it is a very appealing approach because they are at the "self-identity" period in intellectual and emotional growth, and they like to identify themselves with some trend of thought and/o~ philosophical school. 
This type of class is usually taught by the lecture, reading-discussion method which encourages some extreme, ly thought-provoking discussions between the students themselves and the teacher or teachers. However challenging this program can be, it does have the more than probable disadvantage of becoming a vague and watered down course where not much is ever really decided if too much is covered. 

III. The aesthetically structured humanities program is more often than not a highly analytical observation of works 9f music, art, architecture, literature, and . philosophy. The degrees of analysis are usually threefold: the appreciative level, the interpretive level, and the critical level. Thr.ough these degrees of analysis the students acquire the understanding of the specific dimensions of each area necessary for appreciation, interpretation, and criticism. Such a course is basically "experiential"; that is, the students are c9nfronted with the work of art itself through reading, seeing slides,and movies of the visual arts, and hearing recordings and/or going to concerts. 
The results _desired from such a course structure as this.are the ability to appreciate, interpret, and criticize works of art; and to develop sensitive and informed analysis of the works studied. 
The methods of instruction used in this type of course structure are the demonstration, the lecture, "readings" of works. of art, music, and literature, and the lecture-demonstration-discussion. 

This type of course structure is difficult to organize because of the problems in selecting works and texts which will best develop the. capaciti for critical analysis. It has the severe disadvantage of difficulty in finding staff personnel to t~adh it. Such a class tends to become too analytical where the art form being studied is so dissected as to totally dismember the meaningful unity of the whole art work, and by -o doing the purpose of the arts as education and experience is lost. However, if well taught by one teacher or a team; such a course encourages involvement 
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students whereby much is gained. be part of the 
n L 

• • 11 • . t ·cally philosoph1ca Y, In addition to the ~~s ~r~rogra~s in the humanities d aesthetica~ly :true ~r:11 three structures or 
(
an are combina t1ons o 
tnerb~ nations of two. co!ll 1 

rv. d s me problems and anger There are, of cou~sde;e~oin setting up humanities ught to be consi e • d ent tnat o . Fred Stocking rev1ewe pres urseS, Professor d hat he called four c~hool offerings and ad~anc~he w planning of such courses. s opinions cnncerning suon~ worth considering carefully: Each 1.s 

1. There. i: no such. thi~~h~~l a~t~g=~~s ~ou~~e in the humanities ~o~th~~hdesigned in any dozen excellent course m1g b st course for any different wla~st~ ~~~ pt:~ti~ular talents which are school exp 01 
available. 

2. The better courses are usual~y taught by or more teachers - one from_music o~o:rr~-two f literature one from history, one rom th happen to be two or stance. But unless ere an exuberant desire to more teachers who share se a single energetic k t ether in such a cour ' t wor og . . h with diverse· inter es s and enthusiastic teac e~,disciplines might well and a mastery of severa ' be preferable. 

k ihat kind of in-3. The best cou~s~s aw:i~: is based on depth terest in the_human~~~~st~an on a glib familiar-of understanding ra ·ti or on the social fun ity ~ith na~es an~h;~ i!s'good courses never of field trips· ' One novel one make any attempt at coveraie~f the middl~ of the painting, and ?nehtop=~~ op~ovide more than enough 19th century mig w material for a semester. 

h course should be: first, 4. The goal of ~uc a arts as providing experi-to arou~~ interest in !he sake· second to show ence~ valuable for th~1r owne er ~eaning ~hen that •n art wor~ atcq~1re1sc::t~_xt· and third, to 1 din its h1s or1ca , d pace full understanding of-- an mak~ cle~r that a f the arts requires the delight in-- any one? fi ult complicated, and eventual mast~ry ?ftd~iec~ual' disciplines. (Fred hig~~y ~1~:rd;,~fg~nS~hool Humanities Cour:es: :~me ~~serv;tions and Warnings." The English 
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Leaflet 53 (5): 37-38; Fall, 1965.) ·tb a well rounded and macroscopic view of the dis~ i·ne and a high degree of interest. For adminis-Whenever a school decides to implemeht a program c~ 1 sit is a dream come true to find one teacher of studies :i!n the humanities, ,the plann:ipg staff mem. trat?: capable of teaching the program, thereby highly ber or member9 should keep in 'mind that they should wh0 i~ishing the. problem of scheduling. However, there carefully evaluate the persona'iity of th,e community fUll e:rtain disadvantages to having a one-teacher pro-and the schoo~ and ~ecide ~recisel~ what they feel ~e ~ The most apparent disadv~ntage is that_the would best suit their particular circumstance, They gram ts get only one point of view and one bia,s on should ask; "What is it that we feel our students studen terial taught where many points of view should s~ould have?" As a resu~t of having asked_ this ques. the ~~en. The material selected for the. one-~eacher tion many schools. have differei:it progra~s in huma1:1ities.be gram tends to be what that teacher thi~ks is best, Another factor which needs serious consideration is t~,o~ting other valuable areas of instruction. Another matter of very clear curriculum articulation; that is ~ 1 d antage (and this is not only true of the one-of not duplicating a subject area that is already co\l~t.d15 a h~r humanities program) is the falling off of ing certain academic disciplines, As a result of th~ ~a~ ation for the students by having one teacher ~a:eful curriculum ~nalysis, some ~rog:ams in the hUlllat.m0!~~ the program; what is needed are ma~y or ~everal ities serve a very important function in the school as t~ff rent "faces" in order to keep the fire going. being the only interdepartmental course where several dl e disciplines are merged into a meaningful whole fort~ In reality it is a herculean task to ~xpect one students. her to be learned enough in all the diverse areas 
Schools which have programs in the humanities gear them to the types of students they want in the class, Many of the programs in the humanities are geared for the pre-college and/or accelerated student. The criterion for being in such a humanities class is most 

teac • • i 11 true today of the humanities. This is espec a Y . where there are very few teachers ~h? are gra~ua ted • th a major or minor in the humanities, and if t~ey 
~~ld such a degree it is most generally a degree in 
the classics. 

generally the grade point average of all subjects or { The most lively and interesting humanities programs the composite average of English and history. Althoug those taught by the team teaching method. The team programs with the academically elite in them are rich are the distinct advantage of pooling together several in content, student involvement, and interest, I cann~~~ able sources of talent. What is of absolute necestotally agree with the philosophy of offering the hu- ~tu for the team approach is its agreement as to mani ties to a selected few. The humanities are the 5
~ ~ tli.e discipline of the ·humanities is. One ?f the huMANities-- for everyone who desires to undertake suc\w a test setbacks in instituting the team teaching study. The main criterion for humanities students gr;:oach to the humanities is the Carnegie system--should be the desire to take the course.· a~x or seven hours of instruction for each day of 

Those who may shjke their heads at this idea n~ed not worry about any resultant watered down program. 

51 
d 1· h circum school. Schools with modular sche ':1 ing ave . -vented the difficulty of team teaching, 

Al though I am not in agreement with homogeneous group- Of the three types of programs in the.humanities.a.-ings when it comes to the humanities, such grouping the historical philosophical, or aesthetical approach-can be done: schedule the more gifted in one group ~o can be tau~ht without too much difficulty by one and the "less gifted" (but just as interested) in teacher: the historical and philosophical programs. another group. At the high school level homogeneous How well they can be taught by one teach~r depends on groupings sometimes turn into groupings ranging from that teacher's preparation in the discipline. The the "intellectual" group to the "dumb-dumb" group or aesthetical program in the humanities is best taught any other inappropriate labels attached to such groups~ the team where each member of the team teaches his by students and sometimes by teachers and administrator-area of art literature, music, or philosophy. To maintain a democratic and/or pluralistic feeling in ' the humanities heterogeneous grouping is recommended, The costs of the various types of humanities pr?-
grams vary greatly depending on just how many materials Granted the difficulty iri staffing for the humani.- and teachers are used. Generally, since textb~oks are ties programs, it need not be an ins~rmountable prob- the main sources used by students, the historically lem. What is needed is a teacher or group of teachers and philosophically structured programs are less 
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STUDYING THE HUMANITIES.: HEAVEN ON EARTH? 
BY DAVID WEE 

expensive in setting up than the aesthetically str 
t~red programs. It should be kept in mind that Uc, 

single texts are difficult to find and for that!~~: 
paperbacks are most frequently used in humanities 00 

classe~. Th~ aesthetically structured programs are~ 
expensive since they use many sources· tapes re 0~ 

St. Olaf College, Northfield 

1 • d b · • ' cord s i es, ooks, films, transparencies and the equi 8, 
ment needed for them. ' P·· "This was a piece of heaven in an otherwise bleak 

summer." Few of us teachers in the humanities would 
Cost should not be a factor in education, but . ~blicly_ assert, I suppose, that our teaching provides 

it is, the costs can be spared by the teacher or t since anyone with a corner of paradise, al though most of us 
if t~ey would make their own materials with the coeam lmaY be secretly sure that the celestial omnibus embarks 
eration of the audio-vis1;1a1 department. Often, in ~~- from our fiel~s more regularly t~an f1:'om the sc~enti-
a purchased set of ·materials doesn't meet the spe ·/t•-fiC laboratories. But we do believe in the ultimate 
n~eds for a particular school's program in the huci ~c importance of humanistic studies, and wish to impress 
tie~. Sc~ools can make their own colored slides b;ani- this upon a generation of young people weaned on the 
tak 7ng pictures from art books with a 35mm camera, educational and cultural emphases spawned by Sputnik 
m~king tapes of recordings that the public and/ors h and the race to the moon. So last summer at St. Olaf 
library and other teachers may have making full u c ~ ~llege we taught the humanities for five weeks to 
of the bulletin board, and the overhead projector se sixty high school juniors and seniors. Not all of 
One of. the best sources for materials to be photo~r • them reacted like the student quoted ab_ove, but almost 
for s~ides, tapes made from records, and published aphe, unanim<?u~ly they expr~ssed gra ~i tude for exp0s~re to 
materials for transparencies is from the class its lf 10 exciting new learning experience. For some it was 

e • even a pivotal personal experience, as it was for the 

Recommended for further reading on the humanities student who responded, I think without hyperbole, 
are the following articles: •I wish to thank all four professors from the depths 

ofmy soul." 
J.C. Baxley, "Humanities for the Less Able Stu

dent,"!:!_, 51:485-87, October, 1962. 

W.A. Clark,"Humanities Program in the High Schoo 
E :!_, 51:474-76+, October, 1962. 

E.M. Copeland, "There Was a Child Went ·Forth," 
E :!_, 54:182-84, March,1965. 

For over a decade, St. Olaf has conducted highly 
successful summer science institutes for talented 
secondary school students, and the college has long 
onted to provide a similar opportunity in the human
ities. Last year the Louis W. and Maud Hill Family 
Foundation granted funds to establish a pioneering 
humanities institute at St. Olaf. While more and 

L.K'. Frank, "Why Modernize the Humanities?" 
Educational Leadership, 20 (4) :220-24, January, 1963. 

/
more high schools are now beginning to offer general 
humanities courses, many schools lack the resources 
to offer interdisciplinary courses, especially to 
large numbers of students. We wanted to introduce 
students to the breadth and inter-relationships of 
the humanities, not only because this has intrinsic 

C:R· Keller, "Humanities in an Educational Rev
ol1;1ti~n," National Association of Secondary School 
Principals Bulletin, 44:166-73; October, 1960. 

C.R. Keller, "The Wave of the Present," E J 
54:171-74, March, 1964. - -' 

Mortin C. Wiltgen, Humanities teacher at Mankato High School studied at the 
University of Chicago as a John Hay Fellow in 1965-66. ' 
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!merit for any human being, but for the practical rea-

1
son of supplementing the students' subsequent high 
school and college freshman courses in various human-

iistic fields. We hoped to send the students back to 
their senior year in high school or their freshman 
year in college with a zest for the humanities that 
might intensify their academic careers and rub off on 
some of their classmates as well. The enthusiastic 

,student reaction during and immediately following the 
institute has given us high hopes for such far-reach

~ing results. Furthermore, the institute taught us 
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